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How to Make Even More Money from This…
You Can Make Money Promoting My Lotto
Products In Just 3 Easy Steps…

Follow the 3 Steps to Make Money:
1) Go to www.lottojournal.com/affiliates.php
2) Sign up for a free Clickbank ID at Clickbank.com.
3) Promote your affiliate link & get 50% commission!

Yes! You will receive 50% commission from every sale of my
lottery product from your personal link. After you generate your
affiliate link (by using the 3-step above), you just have to promote your
link.
You will easily make your money back from promoting your
affiliate link! So Follow the 3 Steps & start making money today.
If you want to start making money as an affiliate, click on
this link: www.lottojournal.com/affiliates.php.
To your success,
Ace Lee
www.LottoJournal.com
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Dedication:
This book is dedicated to my grandmother…Thanks for being you…
You were truly unique in your own way…miss you much…
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Testimonials:
•

"Best Pick-3 System Available Anywhere!!! You Can Trust
Ace!!!"
- James Pendleton (Fort Worth, TX)

•

"Good info. Brings sense to a game MOST people play
senselessly."
- Carl Willems (Akron, OH)

•

"Very professional...I will always do business with!"

•

"Quick delivery - It works!!"

•

"Great to deal with. Excellent!"

•

“Good advice. Thanks.+++”

•

“Awesome!!”

•

“Thank you!”

•

"Great seller A++++++++++++"

- Dalton Mclean (Doral, FL)

- Johnny Ottereyes (Waswanipi, Canada)

- Qui Quach (San Jose, CA)

- Jeff Steen (Seattle, WA)

- Christopher Hennessy (Rockville, MD)

- Victor Martinez (Carlsbad, CA)

- Terry Flippo (Rincon, GA)
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Introduction

I first want to say that although playing the pick/daily 3 game can
bring you lots of money, it can also cause you to lose a lot of money as
well. The problem is that people become overly emotional and thus
play these games. Most of the time, people are focused WAY TOO
MUCH on the money part instead of on the strategy part of the game.
So the key is to put your emotions aside and play the pick 3 game
LOGICALLY. If you play logically according to the strategy that I teach
you, you will greatly maximize your chances of winning. Sure, you may
lose but if you stay focused on playing according to these rules and only
according to them EVERY SINGLE TIME, you will increase your odds of
winning in the LONG RUN.
You see, so many people want to win the money right away and
thus after losing the first couple times, they simply give up on the idea
that they can win using a proven strategy. You see, no strategy can
guarantee that you can win every single time.
However, using a strategy can guarantee that you will maximize
your odds of winning in the LONG RUN if you do follow the method for
the LONG RUN. The key word here is to use the strategy every single
time and be disciplined to use it every single time.
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You see, if you use my strategic method every single time you
play, you will have the BEST chances of winning in the long run as
opposed to using my method whenever you feel like it. The key is to
use the strategy as if you were a robot because you want to get the
emotions OUT OF the game as much as possible.
The less emotional you are, the more disciplined you will be to
stick to the strategy. So my biggest advice for you is to stick to my
strategy and in the long run, you will maximize your profits (when you
win) and minimize your losses (when you lose).
That’s the key. So stick to the strategy and play the game
logically. Good luck!
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Step 1: Select a Loss Limit
Before playing the pick 3 game, you have to do ONE thing that
almost 99% of lottery players do NOT do. That one key is for you to set
a “loss limit.” If you have read my best-selling scratchers eBook called
“How to Win Scratchers”, you will know the importance of setting a
“loss limit” before you even play any games.
So what is a loss limit? A “loss limit” is a word I use to describe
the smallest amount of money you are willing to lose whenever you
play the lottery game. You see, a real part of the lottery is that you are
most likely and realistically going to lose some money.
So just accept the REALISTIC idea that you will lose some
amounts of money. It’s funny to hear people think they can win the
lottery without losing anything. That’s just ridiculous because it is
unrealistic.
Even in the casinos, more people lose than they win. That’s just
the reality of any sort of gambling.
Now that you know the reality of any form of gambling that losing
is part of the game, you have to set a “loss limit.” That means to set
the HIGHEST amount of money you are willing to lose. How much are
you willing to lose if you do lose the game?
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For example, if you are playing the Pick 3 game and you are
willing to lose only 10 bucks, then your “loss limit” is $10 for that day.
That means, you ONLY play up to $10 or less of ‘pick 3 lottery games’
for that day and do NOT exceed that amount.
The reason you set a “loss limit” from the beginning is to prevent
yourself losing TOO MUCH money when you play the game. What
happens is that a lot of lottery players get emotional and spend money
like it falls from the sky. That is a HORRIBLE strategy to play because
you are playing the games based on emotions.
Instead, play the games based on logic and set a “loss limit” from
the very beginning to insure that you will NOT lose too much money.
Doing this will cause you to MINIMIZE your losses if you do happen to
lose.
Like I said earlier, losing is a reality of all lottery games and if you
do lose, you don’t want to lose too much. Thus, to prevent yourself
from losing too much money, you HAVE to set a “loss limit” from the
very beginning! This is the very first step before you even purchase
any games.
A lot of so called “lottery systems” talk about how to win while
forgetting to include another KEY factor, which is how to lose minimally.
You see, most other so called ‘pick 3’ or ‘lottery’ systems briefly talk
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about strategy but they TOTALLY IGNORE to teach you how to
MINIMIZE your losses.
On the other hand, my system is geared towards the people who
want to play safely with maximum results in the LONG RUN. That is
why I have incorporated the “loss limit” into my system which almost
99% of other “lottery systems” do NOT have.
I am not going to just show you how to maximize your chances of
winning but ALSO include how to minimize your losses. In the end, you
will come out with GREATER PROFITS if you apply BOTH strategies on
how to win big and how to lose little.
That is why setting a “loss limit” is crucial. Other books and
guides will focus only on how to win while completely ignoring the
REALITY that you will lose. That is why I show you the importance of
setting a “loss limit” so you will PREVENT yourself from losing more
than you can afford to.
So before you purchase any ‘pick 3’ lottery games, set a “loss
limit.”

Step 1 Review:
•

The reality of the ‘pick 3’ game or any other lottery game is that
losing is inevitable.
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•

You need to stick to the strategy every time you play in order to
win in the long run.

•

You need to set a “loss limit” before you even purchase any ‘pick
3’ tickets.

•

A “loss limit” is the maximum amount of money you are willing to
lose in a lottery game.

•

By setting a “loss limit”, you will minimize your losses (if you do
lose) and maximize your profits (if you do win).
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Step 2: Play “Single Combos” with BOX option only
For the pick 3 game, there is a total of 1000 possible winning
number combinations. So that means for the average player, there is a
1 in 1000 chance that he/she will win that drawing.
Compared to the state lottery game (odds are 1 in 10,000,000),
the pick 3 game (odds are 1 in 1000) has considerably better chances
of winning a big prize.

Odds of Winning for ALL Lottery Games:
• Mega Millions: 1 in 175,711,536
• State Lottery Odds: 1 in 41,416,353
• Fantasy 5: 1 in 575,757
• Pick 3 Odds: 1 in 1,000

The average pick 3 player depends on this 1 in 1000 odds only
which is NOT enough for maximizing their chances to win. However,
you can find out some insider information that will help you choose the
RIGHT numbers that will MOST LIKELY appear as winning numbers.
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One of the most important things you need to know is that out of
ALL the winning pick 3 numbers that have come up in the drawings,
history has shown that majority of the winning numbers were “single
combos” (winning numbers that consist of 3 different digits).
An example of “single combos” would be 492,124,502, and 357
because all these numbers have separate digits that are NOT the same
to each other.
On the other hand, an example of “double combos” would be 335,
449, 229, and 292 because each of these pick 3 numbers have one
number that comes up TWO times.
Similarly, an example of a “triple combos” would be 333, 444,
555, and 777 because these combo numbers have 3 numbers that are
identical to each other.
The history of lottery has shown that the MOST popular winning
numbers are “single combos” and because of this information, I
encourage all lottery players to ONLY play single combos. Playing
single combos will give you the BIGGEST chance of winning.
In addition when you pick “single combos”, you will eliminate the
unlikely numbers (such as “double combos” and “triple combos”). This
leaves you with the option of choosing from the MOST-LIKELY winning
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combinations. So in the end by playing only “single combos”, you are
dramatically increasing your chances of getting a winning combination
of numbers.

Here are examples of “single combos”:
-

962

-

154

-

731

-

890

-

143
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This is an example of “single combos” (962, 154, 731) because
each digit is different from each other.

Here are examples of “double combos”:
-

224

-

449

-

959

-

303

-

477
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This is an example of “double combos” (224, 449, 959) because
TWO of the three digits are identical with each other.

Here are examples of “triple combos”
-

333

-

777

-

888

-

222
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-

555

This is an example of triple combos (333, 777, 888) because
each of the three digits are identical with each other.

So now you know the importance of choosing “single combos” as
opposed to double or triple combos. With this knowledge, now you
need to know the truth about which OPTION to play the pick 3 game.
After choosing to pick “single combos”, you then have to choose
the “box” option every time you choose single combos. Whenever you
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play single combos, the “box” option will provide you the BIGGEST
BANG for your buck.
First, let me explain to you further what all the pick 3 options are.
In all, there are 3 options to play the pick 3 game. These options are
straight, box, and straight/box.

In the black circle, you can select what option you want to play
(straight, box, straight/box) by marking one of the 3 empty
boxes.

The “straight” option requires you to have the ALL the 3
numbers in EXACT order. For example, if the winning number was
“392”, you would HAVE to get “392” to win money. If you had “932”
instead, you lose because it is NOT in exact order. If you have “293”,
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you would lose again because playing the game with the “STRAIGHT”
option requires you to have the numbers in EXACT ORDER.
The “box” option allows you to have your picked numbers in
ANY order. So that means, if the winning numbers were “284”, you will
win if you selected “284”, “248”, “824”, “842”, “428”, or “482.” So with
the “BOX” option, you have much more chances to win because you can
win with 6 different “combo numbers.”
The last option is “straight-box.” The straight/box options
allows you to win if you get ALL the numbers in ANY ORDER. However,
if you do happen to get the EXACT ORDER, you get paid more (usually
half the amount of a “box” option). The good thing about the “straightbox” option is that if you do get the exact order (straight), you get paid
more than the “box option” (usually twice more the “box option”).
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On the “Pick 3 slip”, you can mark down whatever option you
want to play.

Okay. This may sound all confusing and stuff at first so let me
get right to the point why you should play the “box” option and why it is
the best option for you to win consistently over the long run.
First of all, the history of lottery has repeatedly shown that 60%
of all pick 3 winners have been “single combos” (where each number
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were different from one another in a pick 3 combination). That means,
your best bet is to play single combos (which I covered earlier) and the
BEST way to maximize your payments by getting “single combos” is to
play it with the “BOX” option.
Like I said, since the majority (almost 60%) of all the winning
pick 3 numbers are “single combos”, it is SMARTEST to play single
combos yourself with the “box option” (which will improve your odds of
winning) because that will insure that you will win the MAJORITY of the
time compared to using other options (which worsens your odds of
winning).
If you are going to play “single combos” (which I personally
recommend), the BEST way is to play it with the box option because it
will give you the MAXIMUM odds of winning as well as give you
MAXIMUM payments when you get the numbers right.
I understand some people like to play the straight or straight-box
but in my opinion, that WORSENS your chance of winning consistently.
Sure, you can play straight and hope to get the numbers in exact
order but that RARELY happens so in the long run, you lose a lot of
money. And you can play the straight/box option but people who play
this way usually don’t get straight anyways.
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So in the end, if you play single combos ONLY with the BOX
option, you will make MORE money in the LONG RUN because the odds
of winning multiple small profits will add up to maximum profits in the
end.

You want to play “single combos” with “box option” whenever
you play the Pick-3 game.

Let me show you an example to help you better understand why
the BOX option is the best way to play.
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Example:
Winning numbers: 962
Options:
-

Straight
o Prize = $350 (Straight: If you get ALL 3 numbers in EXACT
order)
o If you played “962 straight” option, you would win $350.
o This option is the MOST difficult to win because you have to
get the numbers in EXACT order.
o Insider Info


This straight RARELY occurs and this is the HARDEST
way to win money. So in the end, I highly
DISCOURAGE you from playing the “straight option”
because the odds are greatly against you.



Most people who play straight end up losing because
it is SO hard to get all your numbers in exact order.



Even if you get all the numbers, you can LOSE
because they were NOT in exact order.
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This has very high-risk so I discourage anyone from
playing this option.

-

Straight/Box
o Prize = $200 if you get ALL 3 numbers in EXACT order


This means, if you played “962 straight/box” option,
you would $200! The great thing about the “straightbox” option is that if you do get an exact order, you
would win big!



Insider Info:
•

Just like the “straight option”, this has VERY low
odds of winning and because of that, I highly
discourage people from playing the
“straight/box” option with hopes to get a
straight.

o Prize = $25 if you get ALL 3 numbers in WRONG order
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If you played “296” with straight/box option, you
would win only $25.



As you can see, the downside of the “straight/box”
option is that if you get a different order, you get a
small amount of money compared to a box option.



Insider Info:
•

As you can see, if you get the numbers in a
“straight/box” option, you will make ONLY half
of what you could make with a more consistent
“box” option.

•

That is why, I highly discourage people from
playing the straight/box option because the
MAJORITY of the time, you would win MORE if
you played the “box” option considering almost
60% of people of winners win because of
getting the numbers right (instead of the exact
order).

•

Most people think the “straight/box” option is
the best way to play but they are WRONG!
They end up losing money because they could
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have won TWICE as more playing the box option
since majority of winners win from getting the
numbers (as opposed to getting the right
order).

-

Box
o Prize = $50 if you get ALL 3 numbers in ANY order


If you played “296” with box option, you would win
$50.



The great side of “box” option is that you are most
likely going to a good profit if all your numbers come
out regardless of its order.



According to my strategy, the BOX OPTION will allow
you to have the maximum potential for real profits.



Insider Info:
•

This is the best option because 60% of all
winning numbers have been proven to be single
combos. That means you would have made the
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biggest bang for your buck if you had played the
box option.
•

The maximum money you can make by getting
all the numbers will be to play the “box” option.

•

From what I have seen, most people do NOT
know this secret and thus they lose out by NOT
playing the “box” option.

•

Majority of people don’t know that the “box
option” will maximize their odds to win the most
consistent profits with the lowest risks possible.

•

Always play the the “box” option period!

Pick-3
Play Option

Match all
numbers
and win

If the winning result is
“962”, you will win if
you have this number:

Odds

Avg.
Prize

Straight

You must
get EXACT
order

962

1 in
1,000

$350

Box

You can get
ANY order

Straight/Box

962,926,692,629,296,269 1 in 167

You can get
962
EXACT order
Or
1 in 167
OR
962,926,692,629,296,269
ANY order
29
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As you can see, you should play “single combos” with the “box
option” because that will bring best results in the long run.

As you can see, the biggest prize is the “straight” option. Then,
the next biggest prize is the “straight/box” and then it is the “box”
option.
At first glimpse, you may think the “box” option is the worst
because it pays out small compared to the “straight” option. However,
you NEED to know this fundamental secret!
The secret is that because the majority (up to 60%) of all winning
numbers are “single combos” (each # is different with one another in
the pick 3 combination), the SMARTEST strategy is to pick “single
combos” yourself.
Now let’s say you already picked single combos. The next step is
to CHOOSE your option (straight, straight/box, box). Out of all these 3
options, the highest payout for “single combos” (which occur the MOST
times) is the “box” option.
So in short, pick single combos with the “box” option all the time!
Now this is covered, let’s talk about HOW to select your numbers
to win the pick 3 game!
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Step 2 Review:
•

There are 3 options to play the pick 3 game (straight,
straight/box, and box).

•

Since the majority of winners are “single combos” (each number
being different from each other in a pick 3 combination), the BEST
way to consistently win the BIGGEST bang for your buck is to play
the “box” option.

•

Double and triple combos may pay you more but the chances of
winning these are MUCH more difficult.
o Examples of “double combos”


339



277



505

o Examples of “triple combos”


222



333
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•

555

Because history of lottery has repeatedly shown that the
MAJORITY of winning numbers are “single combos”, I recommend
you to ONLY play “single combos.”

•

“Single combos” are set of pick 3 combinations where the
numbers are ALL different from each other.
o Examples of “single combos”


352



932

Step 3: Record the “Previous Winners”
After you have selected a winning number, you now want to go
research what the previous winning numbers were.

You see, all lottery

games are a game of “odds” rather than a game of luck.
In short, that means the winning numbers that get selected are
not “lucky” numbers but are numbers that had the greatest odds of
winning according to that time.
Generally, the same type of winning number will not repeat itself
over and over again because the odds of that happening is extremely
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low. Instead, every number has the same odds of coming up as a
winning number.
That means that you can research and make records of what
numbers have previously won in the games.
For example, after recording your graph (which I will show
below), you can figure out which number or numbers have NOT been
popping up. The number or numbers that have NOT been winning
lately will be the “star number” that will have the HIGHEST
chances of winning in the next drawings. I will talk about selecting
the “star number” in the next section.
But first, you need to record the winning numbers for the past 30
days. I will provide you a simple chart to help you know how to graph
the charts.

“Pick-3 Graph”
Pick-3 Graph Instructions:
Simply record a checkmark on the “checkmarks” section each
time the number appears in the past 30 days. You have to go through
the winning pick-3 winning results for the past 30 days. Afterwards,
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add up the checkmarks and write down the total number in the “total
number” section.
Pick-3 Number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Checkmarks

Total Number

This can seem like a hassle but it is very simple if you use the
internet because it is so easy to access the winning results from your
state’s lottery website (which show up to 60 days).
So, I want you to record the past 30 days and put it on the “Pick
3 Graph.” I know it may seem difficult but honestly if you want to
literally win FREE money, you must put in at least some sort of effort on
your part. It boggles my mind when I hear people who don’t want to
take a few minutes out of their time to DRAMATICALLY INCREASE their
odds of winning in the lottery games.
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Example of Pick 3 Results in California (from 3/7/08)
Pick-3
Number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Checkmarks
1111111111111111111
11111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111
11111111111111111
1111111111111111
111111111111111111111
11111111111111
11111111111111
1111111111111111
111111111111111111

Total Number
19
20
22
17
16
21
14
14
16
18

Those couple minutes that 99% of other people either don’t do or
don’t know about can be the ESSENTIAL FACTOR for you to dramatically
BOOST your odds of winning in the pick 3 game. That is why, it is
crucial for you to take that 5 minutes to record the previous winning
numbers for the previous 30 days.
Back in the days, I used to get my winning numbers the old way
by actually getting the winning results from my store every single time.
That seemed to take forever! I had to keep getting new results every
single time and wait for the computer to print out all these winning
numbers. The strategy still worked but this old way took forever!
It wasn’t until I finally figured out the state lottery had websites
with the latest winning numbers. Not only did they have winning
numbers for that day but they had up to 60 days. That is PLENTY of
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information that you need to select the “star number” which I will talk
to you about later in the next section.

In short, to record the winning numbers, you have to follow these
2 simple steps.
1. Go to your state lottery website & look for the previous
winners.
2. On the graph, record ALL the individual numbers that
appeared in the last 30 days.
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You can do your Pick-3 research by utilizing the lottery website
for the state/country you live in. For illustration purposes, this
is a picture of the California State lottery website.
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You can go to your state (or country’s) lottery website and
find the results for the previous 30 days. If your state (or
country) has TWO separate drawings per day, you should record
the results for BOTH drawings for the last 30 days.

Ideally, you want to record the most recent winners for the
previous 30 days. If you want to do less work, you can record
up to the previous 15 days instead (but I recommend 30 days
for best results). You need to do this EVERY single time BEFORE
you select your Pick 3 numbers.
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That’s it! With the internet, you can instantly get the results of all
the previous winning numbers instead of going the old way (of manually
getting it from convenience stores).
By the way, in most states, there are two different pick 3 games
(one for mid-day & one for evening). So you want to make sure you
record BOTH mid-day & evening results for the past 30 days.
That will include a total of 180 individual winning numbers.
180 total numbers may sound like a lot but you can actually go
through all these numbers in just 5 minutes or less. It’s really easy to
go through the graph and make quick checkmarks for the past 30 days.
So get take the next 5 minutes to record the amount of times
each winning numbers has come up in the past 30 days. If this is too
much work for you, I suggest recording BOTH mid-day & evening
results for the past 15 days. 15 days worth of results can give you a
good solid information about what the next winners can be. But again,
the ideal situation would be to record 30 days worth of winners.

Step 3 Review:
•

Before you select your own numbers, it is essential for you to
analyze and record the previous winning numbers.
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•

It is very important to record the past 30 days worth of winning
numbers on a graph.

•

Record BOTH mid-day & evening games on the past 30.

•

That will include 180 total numbers.

•

This will only take 5-10 minutes and it is the CRUCIAL step for
you to have the edge over 99% of other lottery players who play
without an effective strategy.

•

Many people want to win without doing any sort of work but you
need to realize that if you want to have the ADVANTAGE (& have
maximum odds of winning), you need to take the 5-10 minutes of
time to record the previous 30 days worth of winning numbers.

•

Simply put a checkmark next to each number that has appeared
in the previous winning numbers (BOTH mid-day & evening
numbers for the past 30 days)
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Step 4: Select your “Star number”
There are two schools of thought regarding selecting a “star
number”. Some people focus on picking the “cold” (least frequent)
number while some other people focus on picking the “hot” (most
frequent) numbers.
Research has shown that BOTH hot & cold numbers do have the
best chances of hitting in the future pick 3 drawings as opposed to “mild
numbers” (neither frequent nor rare numbers).
I have had success using both the cold number approach and the
hot number approach. But specifically for the pick 3 lottery, I have
seen more people succeed using the hot numbers (as their star
number) than the cold numbers.
That is why for my guide, I will focus on the “law of averages”
theory which states that the hot numbers will MOST LIKELY to hit in the
future drawings.
If you want to choose the “hot number” as your star number,
then you can do that as well because there has been much research
stating that picking the hot numbers (as opposed to any random
number) will give you more winners in the long run.
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So both hot and cold numbers work but for illustration purposes, I
will focus on choosing the “hot number” as your star number.
So after you have recorded the winning numbers, now you have
to select the “star number.” The “star number” is the number that is
MOST LIKELY to come up in the next pick 3 drawing.
That is why it is crucial for you to have taken the 5-10 minutes to
record the previous winning numbers. After you have recorded those
numbers, you have to look for WHICH NUMBER has come out MOST
FREQUENTLY (hottest number) in those previous 30 days.
Most states or countries have 2 drawings in a day (midday and
evening). The best way to do the research is to do them separately and
play the numbers for that particular game. However, I have noticed
that you can combine the midday and evening numbers together to get
a good overall prediction of what numbers will come out in the future
drawings.
So for both midday and evening, you want to look for whatever
number that has appeared the MOST FREQUENTLY (hot number). That
will be your “star number.”
Now, that does not guarantee that your “star number” will come
up every single time. However according to frequency theory (which
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states that the hot numbers have the best chance to hit in the future
drawings), you will have the BEST chances of winning by selecting the
hot number as your “star number”.
In my personal example, I have found out number “2” is the
hottest number because it is the most frequently occurring number in
the past 30 drawings.

When there is a tie in frequency:
Now, there wasn’t a tie for the HOTTEST number. But let’s say
there is a tie between the frequencies of the numbers because that can
happen sometimes. Then, all you want to do is to look beyond the 30th
drawing and find out which number CAME OUT more recently.
Whichever number came out recently (31st or 32nd or 33rd drawing,
etc), you want to pick that as your star number because it is the
HOTTER number. You just want to go beyond the 30th drawing until you
find ONE number show up and whichever showed up MORE recently will
be your star number.
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This is one example of your “frequency chart” that shows the
frequency of EACH number that appeared the previous drawings.

From here, you would pick the number “2” as your “star
number” because it was the LEAST frequent number in our
previous example.
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After you select your “star number”, you can then continue on to
the next step for picking the next two numbers for your total
combination (single combo).

Step 4 Review:
•

You can either use the hottest number or the coldest number for
your star number because BOTH hot & cold numbers have been
proven to be good numbers to select as the star number.

•

Specifically for the pick 3, I have seen using the hot numbers is
slightly more effective than using the cold numbers so that is why
I encourage focusing on the using the hottest number as your
“star number”.

•

The “star number” is the number that will MOST LIKELY come out
as a winner.

•

As a fundamental rule, you need to select your “star number”
based on what number has been hitting the most amounts of
times in the past 30 days (following the hot/frequency theory).

•

The best and most specific method to record your numbers is to
do the midday and evening pick 3 numbers SEPARATELY.
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•

However, recording them together can still give you a good
overall view of what numbers will come out in the future.

•

The most important thing to do is to first select your star number.
After that, you can focus on what other 2 numbers to select to
cover all your chances to win money.
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Step 5: Use your “Star Number” to Select your “Single
Combos”
After you have your star number, it is important for you to know
that there will be 36 total possibilities of “single combos” which would
include your “star number.”
Now, the “star number” may not even appear in the drawing but
based on the proven frequency theory, the “star number” has the BEST
chance of popping up as a winner. That is why; you want to always
first PICK your most likely star number.
And based on the “star number”, you can play all the 36 games
(costing $36) to cover all the possible chances to win if the “star
number” appears in the drawing considering the winning drawing would
be a “single combo”.
I understand that many of you may not want to spend the $36 to
play but there are many benefits of spending at least $36 if you have a
“star number” that hasn’t come up for a very long time.
If your loss limit is lower than $36, then you don’t want to spend
this much money. Obviously, your chances may be lower but still as a
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rule as I stated before, you do NOT want to exceed going over the “loss
limit.”
So why do you want to spend $36? Well, if your star number has
been frequent in the previous drawings, the chances are very high that
your “star number” will appear again in the future drawing. You add
that with the chance the next drawing will be “single combos.” And
then, you can make a safe bet of $36 to cover all the possible chances
of pick 3 combos that will include your “star number.”
Now, you may NOT get one hit for one number but you will have
36 effective chances of winning something. And if you win with a “box”
option (as I encouraged before), you would win at least $80. That
means, you would come out $48 in profits ($80 won - $36 spent = $44
for your profits)!

Let me show you an example to help you better understand this
proven strategy.

Example:
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-

Let’s say based on previous winners, the number 2 came out the
most amount of times.

-

Thus, you select the number “2” as your “star number.”

-

Now, you have 36 total pick-3 possible combinations that can
come up which would include your star number (2).

Single Combos for “2”
201
214
237
257
-

203
215
238
258

204
216
239
259

205
217
245
267

206
218
246
268

207
219
247
269

208
234
248
278

209
235
249
279

213
236
256
289

If your “loss limit” is around 50 dollars, you can play ALL these
numbers (costing you $36) which will give you the maximum
chances to hit a winner if the number 6 comes out and the pick 3
number is “single combos.”

-

Now, if you do win, you will win $80. That brings you $80
(money you won) - $36 (money you spent) to give you $44 on
top (profit)!

Now, I understand that some people may find it difficult to spend
$36 on the pick 3 game. That is okay if you want to spend less money.
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Obviously if you do spend less money, you will naturally have less odds
of winning.
But for those of you who want to spend less money, I will talk
about a proven and tested method to reduce your spending from 36 all
the way down to 16 numbers by using the “pick 3 reduction strategies”
which I will talk about soon at the end of this chapter.
However for those who want to maximize their chances to win, I
strongly recommend you to select 1 “star number” to play all the 36
possible combinations as your numbers. By doing so, you will
guarantee yourself a winner if your star number comes out and if the
combinations are “single combos.” Thus, playing this strategy will allow
you to win more consistently and effectively.

Combo Chart:
Now before you say “what the heck is this chart?!” make sure to
clearly read why this chart is important on step #6 from beginning to
end.
This chart provides you ALL the possible 36 combinations for
EACH “star number” that you effectively selected based on research for
the previous 30 day winners.
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If your star number is RIGHT and it comes out as “single
combos”, you will have a GUARANTEED WINNER if you play all the 36
possible numbers from your specific star number’s “Combo Chart”
section.
Single
012
024
037
057

Combos for “0”
013
014
015
025
026
027
038
039
045
058
059
067

016
028
046
068

017
029
047
069

018
034
048
078

019
035
049
079

023
036
056
089

Single
102
124
137
157

Combos for “1”
103
104
105
125
126
127
138
139
145
158
159
167

106
128
146
168

107
129
147
169

108
134
148
178

109
135
149
179

123
136
156
189

Single
201
214
237
257

Combos for “2”
203
204
205
215
216
217
238
239
245
258
259
267

206
218
246
268

207
219
247
269

208
234
248
278

209
235
249
279

213
236
256
289

Single
301
314
327
357

Combos for “3”
302
304
305
315
316
317
328
329
345
358
359
367

306
318
346
368

307
319
347
369

308
324
348
378

309
325
349
379

312
326
356
389

Single
401
413
427
457

Combos for “4”
402
403
405
415
416
417
428
429
435
458
459
467

406
418
436
468

407
419
437
469

408
423
438
478

409
425
439
479

412
426
456
489
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Single
501
513
527
547

Combos for “5”
502
503
504
514
516
517
528
529
534
548
549
567

506
518
536
568

507
519
537
569

508
523
538
578

509
524
539
579

512
526
546
589

Single
601
613
627
647

Combos for “6”
602
603
604
614
615
617
628
629
634
648
649
654

605
618
635
658

607
619
637
659

608
623
638
674

609
624
639
649

612
625
645
687

Single
701
713
726
746

Combos for “7”
702
703
704
714
715
716
728
729
734
748
749
756

705
718
735
758

706
719
736
759

708
723
738
768

709
724
739
769

712
725
745
789

Single
801
813
826
846

Combos for “8”
802
803
804
814
815
816
827
829
834
847
849
856

805
817
835
857

806
819
836
859

807
823
837
874

809
824
839
867

812
825
845
879

Single
901
913
926
946

Combos for “9”
902
903
904
914
915
916
927
928
934
947
948
956

905
917
935
957

906
918
936
958

907
923
937
967

908
924
938
968

912
925
945
978

Now you may not have the budget to play all 36 possible single
combos in a day. Then, you want to play less numbers. You can
randomly pick any of the 36 numbers. That’s still a good strategy but
there is proven and tested research for making BETTER selection for
your pick 3 numbers. It’s what I called my “pick 3 reduction
strategies”.
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Let me explain.
According to years of my research in the pick 3 lottery, I have
noticed the ACTUAL WINNING numbers tend to follow these basic rules.
The “Pick 3 reduction strategies” are:
1. High/Low Rule
2. Odd/Even Rule
3. Winning Range Rule
The high/low rule basically states that the winning pick 3 lottery
numbers will most likely have a 2/1 or 1/2 combination with high and
low numbers. That means the numbers with a HIGH/HIGH/LOW (HHL)
or HIGH/LOW/LOW (HLL) tend to HIT MORE often than the numbers
that HIGH/HIGH/HIGH (HHH) or LOW/LOW/LOW (LLL).
That is why you want to focus on making your pick 3 lottery
numbers either a HHL or HLL. So if you can’t select all the 36 possible
single combos, then search for the HHL or HLL numbers from that list.
Doing this, you will pick the single combos that will most likely hit in the
future drawings. In addition, you won’t have to spend too much money
either.
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The odd/even rule states that the winning pick 3 combinations
tend to have a 2/1 or 1/2 combination for odd & even numbers.
For example, the actual winning pick 3 numbers tend to be
ODD/ODD/EVEN (OOE) or ODD/EVEN/EVEN (OEE) more often than
being ODD/ODD/ODD (OOO) or EVEN/EVEN/EVEN (EEE).
The “Winning Range Rule” states that the actual winning pick 3
lottery numbers tend to have a total sum between 10 and 20. To be
exact, about 70% of the time, the pick 3 winning sum would be
between 10 and 20. 50% of the time, the winning sum would be
between 10 and 16. The most likely case, the sum would be 13.
0 – 9 = 25% of time
10 – 20 = 70% of time
21 – 27 = 5% of time
That is why you want to make sure that your pick 3 sum is
between 10 and 16. Instead of playing all 36 combos, you can select
the ones that have a sum between 10 and 20 because those are the
numbers that will most likely in hit in the actual drawings. 70% of the
time, the winning sum is between 10 and 20.
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If you want to spend even LESS money, you can narrow it down
even more. You can focus on numbers that appear from 10 – 16
because 50% of the time, the winning sum is between 10 and 16.
In addition, I have found out that the most common pick 3
winning sum is 13.
Here is an actual case study of pick-3 numbers from both midday
and evening numbers.
Pick 3 Midday
#’s

Winning
SUM

Pick 3 Evening
#’s

Winning
SUM

503

8

617

14

355

13

066

12

676

19

518

14

565

16

728

17

711

9

251

8

822

12

111

3

981

18

011

2

590

14

983

20

978

24

573

15

567

18

764

17

633

12

219

12

336

12

060

6

803

11

504

9

584

17

436

13
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233

8

394

16

473

14

642

12

147

12

007

7

180

9

650

11

571

13

614

11

333

9

058

13

929

20

139

13

090

9

485

17

627

15

197

17

127

10

140

5

291

12

030

3

For Pick 3 Results for

For Pick 3 Results for

25 days

25 days

(Midday)

(Evening)

Smallest Sum

8

2

Biggest Sum

24

20

Average Sum

13.36

11.48

Most Frequent

12

17

Sum
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Winning Sum Percentage Percentage

Average

(Midday)

(Evening)

(for BOTH)

0–9

24%

32%

28%

10 – 20

72%

68%

70%

21 - 27

4%

0%

2%

Examples:
Midday Graph

Pick 3 Winning Sum (for 25 Midday Drawings)
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Frequency of Pick-3 Winning Sum (for 25 Midday Results)

Evening Graph
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Pick 3 Winning Sum (for 25 Evening Drawings)
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Pick 3 Winning Sum Frequency (for Evening Results)

As you can see, these “pick 3 reduction strategy” helps you
reduce your numbers from the 36 numbers to go down to a smaller
amount.
If your budget allows it, you can play up to 36 numbers and will
definitely be guaranteed a winner if the winning number turns out to
have your star number and is a single combo.
But if you spending budget is smaller, then you can use my “pick
3 reduction strategy” to pick the numbers based on the proven and
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tested applications to help you pick the most likely to hit pick 3
combinations.
Here are the numbers that specifically have a 2/1 or 1/2
combination with high & low numbers for each star numbers (HHL or
HLL). Remember 0 to 4 is “low numbers” and 5 to 9 is “high numbers”.
Now, you can check out the graphs below to see the numbers you
can pick according to the 3 specific rules (high/low, odd/even, winning
range) and all the rules combined. This will help you pinpoint on the
pick 3 combinations that will most likely hit in the next drawings without
spending too much money.
You can reduce your spending from 36 combos to 16-24
(depending on the star number). Best of all, the 16 to 24 single
combos will be selected based on the proven and tested theories of the
pick 3 lottery game.
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MY EXAMPLE (for “0”)
Single Combos for “0” (High & Low Rule)
012
024
037
057

013
025
038
058

014
026
039
059

015
027
045
067

016
028
046
068

017
029
047
069

018
034
048
078

019
035
049
079

023
036
056
089

Single Combos for “0”
012 013 014 015
024 025 026 027
037 038 039 045
057 058 059 067

(Odd
016
028
046
068

& Even Rule)
017 018 019
029 034 035
047 048 049
069 078 079

023
036
056
089

Single Combos for “0”
012 013 014 015
024 025 026 027
037 038 039 045
057 058 059 067

(Winning Range
016 017 018
028 029 034
046 047 048
068 069 078

Single Combos for “0”
012 013 014 015
024 025 026 027
037 038 039 045
057 058 059 067

(Follow 3
016 017
028 029
046 047
068 069

Rule)
019
035
049
079

Rules)
018 019
034 035
048 049
078 079
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Single Combos for “1”
102 103 104 105
124 125 126 127
137 138 139 145
157 158 159 167

(High and
106 107
128 129
146 147
168 169

Single Combos for “1”
102 103 104 105
124 125 126 127
137 138 139 145
157 158 159 167

(Odd
106
128
146
168

Single Combos for “1”
102 103 104 105
124 125 126 127
137 138 139 145
157 158 159 167

(Winning Range
106 107 108
128 129 134
146 147 148
168 169 178

Single Combos
102 103 104
124 125 126
137 138 139
157 158 159

Low Rule)
108 109
134 135
148 149
178 179

123
136
156
189

and even numbers)
107 108 109 123
129 134 135 136
147 148 149 156
169 178 179 189

for “1” ( Follow 3
105 106 107
127 128 129
145 146 147
167 168 169

Rule)
109
135
149
179

Rules)
108 109
134 135
148 149
178 179
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Single Combos for “2”
201 203 204 205
214 215 216 217
237 238 239 245
257 258 259 267

(High and
206 207
218 219
246 247
268 269

Low rule)
208 209
234 235
248 249
278 279

Single Combos for “2”
201 203 204 205
214 215 216 217
237 238 239 245
257 258 259 267

(odd
206
218
246
268

Single Combos for “2”
201 203 204 205
214 215 216 217
237 238 239 245
257 258 259 267

(Winning Range
206 207 208
218 219 234
246 247 248
268 269 278

rule)
209
235
249
279

213
236
256
289

Single Combos for “2”
201 203 204 205
214 215 216 217
237 238 239 245
257 258 259 267

(Follow 3 Rules)
206 207 208
218 219 234
246 247 248
268 269 278

209
235
249
279

213
236
256
289

213
236
256
289

and even numbers)
207 208 209 213
219 234 235 236
247 248 249 256
269 278 279 289
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Single Combos for “3”
301 302 304 305
314 315 316 317
327 328 329 345
357 358 359 367

(High and
306 307
318 319
346 347
368 369

low Rule)
308 309
324 325
348 349
378 379

Single Combos for “3”
301 302 304 305
314 315 316 317
327 328 329 345
357 358 359 367

(Odd
306
318
346
368

Single Combos for “3”
301 302 304 305
314 315 316 317
327 328 329 345
357 358 359 367

(Winning Range
306 307 308
318 319 324
346 347 348
368 369 378

Rule)
309
325
349
379

312
326
356
389

Single Combos for “3”
301 302 304 305
314 315 316 317
327 328 329 345
357 358 359 367

(Follow 3 Rules)
306 307 308
318 319 324
346 347 348
368 369 378

309
325
349
379

312
326
356
389

312
326
356
389

and even numbers)
307 308 309 312
319 324 325 326
347 348 349 356
369 378 379 389
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Single Combos for “4”
401 402 403 405
413 415 416 417
427 428 429 435
457 458 459 467

(High and
406 407
418 419
436 437
468 469

Single Combos for “4”(Odd
401 402 403 405 406
413 415 416 417 418
427 428 429 435 436
457 458 459 467 468

low Rule)
408 409
423 425
438 439
478 479

412
426
456
489

and even numbers)
407 408 409 412
419 423 425 426
437 438 439 456
469 478 479 489

Single Combos for “4”
401 402 403 405
413 415 416 417
427 428 429 435
457 458 459 467

(Winning Range
406 407 408
418 419 423
436 437 438
468 469 478

Rule)
409
425
439
479

412
426
456
489

Single Combos for “4”
401 402 403 405
413 415 416 417
427 428 429 435
457 458 459 467

(Follow 3 Rules)
406 407 408
418 419 423
436 437 438
468 469 478

409
425
439
479

412
426
456
489
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Single Combos for “5”
501 502 503 504
513 514 516 517
527 528 529 534
547 548 549 567

(High and
506 507
518 519
536 537
568 569

low Rule)
508 509
523 524
538 539
578 579

Single Combos for “5”
501 502 503 504
513 514 516 517
527 528 529 534
547 548 549 567

(Odd
506
518
536
568

Single Combos for “5”
501 502 503 504
513 514 516 517
527 528 529 534
547 548 549 567

(Winning Range
506 507 508
518 519 523
536 537 538
568 569 578

Rule)
509
524
539
579

512
526
546
589

Single Combos for “5”
501 502 503 504
513 514 516 517
527 528 529 534
547 548 549 567

(Follow 3 Rules)
506 507 508
518 519 523
536 537 538
568 569 578

509
524
539
579

512
526
546
589

512
526
546
589

and even numbers)
507 508 509 512
519 523 524 526
537 538 539 546
569 578 579 589
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Single Combos for “6”
601 602 603 604
613 614 615 617
627 628 629 634
647 648 649 654

(High and
605 607
618 619
635 637
658 659

low Rule)
608 609
623 624
638 639
674 649

Single Combos for “6”
601 602 603 604
613 614 615 617
627 628 629 634
647 648 649 654

(Odd
605
618
635
658

Single Combos for “6”
601 602 603 604
613 614 615 617
627 628 629 634
647 648 649 654

(Winning Range
605 607 608
618 619 623
635 637 638
658 659 674

Rule)
609
624
639
649

612
625
645
687

Single Combos for “6”
601 602 603 604
613 614 615 617
627 628 629 634
647 648 649 654

(Follow 3 Rules)
605 607 608
618 619 623
635 637 638
658 659 674

609
624
639
649

612
625
645
687

612
625
645
687

and even numbers)
607 608 609 612
619 623 624 625
637 638 639 645
659 674 649 687
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Single Combos for “7”
701 702 703 704
713 714 715 716
726 728 729 734
746 748 749 756

(High and
705 706
718 719
735 736
758 759

low Rule)
708 709
723 724
738 739
768 769

Single Combos for “7”
701 702 703 704
713 714 715 716
726 728 729 734
746 748 749 756

(Odd
705
718
735
758

Single Combos for “7”
701 702 703 704
713 714 715 716
726 728 729 734
746 748 749 756

(Winning Range
705 706 708
718 719 723
735 736 738
758 759 768

Rule)
709
724
739
769

712
725
745
789

Single Combos for “7”
701 702 703 704
713 714 715 716
726 728 729 734
746 748 749 756

(Follow 3 Rules)
705 706 708
718 719 723
735 736 738
758 759 768

709
724
739
769

712
725
745
789

712
725
745
789

and even numbers)
706 708 709 712
719 723 724 725
736 738 739 745
759 768 769 789
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Single Combos for “8”
801 802 803 804
813 814 815 816
826 827 829 834
846 847 849 856

(High and
805 806
817 819
835 836
857 859

low Rule)
807 809
823 824
837 839
874 867

Single Combos for “8”
801 802 803 804
813 814 815 816
826 827 829 834
846 847 849 856

(Odd
805
817
835
857

Single Combos for “8”
801 802 803 804
813 814 815 816
826 827 829 834
846 847 849 856

(Winning Range
805 806 807
817 819 823
835 836 837
857 859 874

Rule)
809
824
839
867

812
825
845
879

Single Combos for “8”
801 802 803 804
813 814 815 816
826 827 829 834
846 847 849 856

(Follow 3 Rules)
805 806 807
817 819 823
835 836 837
857 859 874

809
824
839
867

812
825
845
879

812
825
845
879

and even numbers)
806 807 809 812
819 823 824 825
836 837 839 845
859 874 867 879
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Single Combos for “9”
901 902 903 904
913 914 915 916
926 927 928 934
946 947 948 956

(High and
905 906
917 918
935 936
957 958

low Rule)
907 908
923 924
937 938
967 968

Single Combos for “9”
901 902 903 904
913 914 915 916
926 927 928 934
946 947 948 956

(Odd
905
917
935
957

Single Combos for “9”
901 902 903 904
913 914 915 916
926 927 928 934
946 947 948 956

(Winning Range
905 906 907
917 918 923
935 936 937
957 958 967

Rule)
908
924
938
968

912
925
945
978

Single Combos for “9”
901 902 903 904
913 914 915 916
926 927 928 934
946 947 948 956

(Follow 3 Rules)
905 906 907
917 918 923
935 936 937
957 958 967

908
924
938
968

912
925
945
978

912
925
945
978

and even numbers)
906 907 908 912
918 923 924 925
936 937 938 945
958 967 968 978

Step 5 Review:
•

After you have found your “star number”, play all the 36 possible
“single combinations” that include the “star number”
o Note: Do this ONLY if you are willing to spend $36. As I
stated earlier, you do NOT ever want to exceed your “loss
limit” because you don’t want to play lose money that you
cannot afford to lose.
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o Even though winning is fun, you shouldn’t play with too
much risk. That is why I have created the “loss limit” so
you won’t lose MORE than you can afford to.
•

If your “loss limit” is low (such as $10 or $20), I recommend you
to NOT spend the $36 to cover all the combinations.

•

The easy way to select your combo numbers is to check out my
“Combo Chart” which provides all the possible combinations of
winners based on your specific “star number.”

•

You have 36 possible chances of winning if your star number
comes out. Thus, you would spend $36 to insure you get at least
ONE winner.

•

If your budget is smaller, you can use my “pick 3 reduction
strategies” to select the numbers that have:
o 2/1 or 1/2 combination for High & Low numbers.
o 2/1 or 1/2 combination for Odd & Even numbers.
o Winning range between 10 and 20 because this occurs over
70% of the time in most cases.
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•

Using ALL the pick 3 reduction strategies, you can reduce your
spending from 36 combinations to 16 to 24 combinations
(depending on the star number).

Step 6: Follow the “Multi-Combo Rule”
Most lotto systems tell you to play anytime and every time but
you will soon realize the secret for you to truly maximize your odds of
winning is to follow the “multi combo rule.”
The “multi combo rule” is you analyzing the latest pick-3 results
and ONLY playing when there have been more than 2 or more “double
or triple combos” (ex: 447, 333, etc) in the latest drawings.
Ideally, you have better chances of winning from a single combo
number when there has been MORE than 2 “multi combos” (double or
triple combos) in a row. But the minimum for you to highly elevate
your odds of winning is to PLAY only AFTER there has already been two
“multi combos” in a row (in the most recent drawings).
For example, let’s say the previous drawings had 3 double
combos in a row (like 338, 922, 191). Then, that would mean, it is the
PERFECT time for you to play your own single combo numbers.
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After there were 3 double combos in a row, the next drawings will
MOST LIKELY be single numbers. Now, the odds would be in favor for
you.

When there is AT LEAST 2 “multi-combos” in a row, then it is the
IDEAL TIME for you to play your Pick 3 numbers (containing
“single combos” with “box option”)
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So if you truly want to maximize your odds of winning, you need
to make sure the drawings have passed the “multi combo rule.” Make
sure that the previous drawings show at least 2 or more “double
combos” (ex: 338, 552, 909) or “triple combos” (ex: 333, 555, 777) in
a row.
This fundamental rule may seem like a basic concept but 99% of
pick 3 players do not follow this rule. Instead, they play the games any
time they want to.
By making sure that there was at least 2 (ideally 3) “multi
combos” in a row, the next winning result will MOST LIKELY be “single
combos” (which I ONLY recommend you playing).
By following my other essential steps (selecting star number,
single numbers with box, etc), you can do better than the average Joe
or Jane. But in order to TRULY MAXIMIZE your odds of winning, you
need to follow this rule and make sure that there was at least 2 or 3
“multi combos” (double or triple combos) in a row in the LATEST
drawings.
So I want to EMPHASIZE that you need to follow this rule to
maximize your odds of winning. If you simply follow this one rule, your
chances of getting a winner sky-rockets dramatically. And the good
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news is that 99% of people do NOT use this secret because although it
sounds like common sense, the REAL secret is that 99% of lottery
players do NOT play with common sense.
I know when it comes to play any lottery game, you can become
impulsive and want to play every single time. But my suggestion for
you is to follow the “multi combo rule” to prevent yourself from losing
and maximizing your chances of winning in the pick 3 games.
So even though, you may want to play every single time, I
encourage you to NOT follow your emotions but follow my proven “multi
combo rule” and I guarantee you will dramatically increase your
chances to win successfully in the pick 3 game.

Step 6 Review:
•

“Multi combos” are combos that contain more than 1 identical
number with each other. Thus, they are either of these:
o “double combos” (ex: 225, 445, 383)
o “triple combos” (ex: 333, 777, 000).

•

The “multi-combo rule” is to play ONLY after there has been 2 or
more “multi combos” in a row in the latest previous drawings.
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•

The more “multi combos’ there have come out in the previous
drawings, the better the chance of you winning with your “single
combo” numbers.

•

The minimum is to have at least 2 “multi combos” in a row.

•

By following the “multi combo rule”, you are maximizing your
odds of a “single combo” coming out in the very next drawing.

•

If you could, play ONLY after there have been 2 multi-combos in a
row to insure that you will have BEST chance of getting a winner
in the next drawing.
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Step 7: Go Home
The biggest reason most lottery people lose in the long run is
because they get EMOTIONAL. You see, I’ve seen some customers
come into my store and win big in the pick 3 game. And guess what
happens next. They want to use all their winnings to buy MORE pick 3
games! Their emotions get out of hand and they end up LOSING all
that money in the end.
The better strategy is for you to STOP playing for that day and go
home regardless of how much you win or lose! That means if you win
money, take your profits and RUN home! And if you lose, still go home!
That’s right. Go home and do not play for that day because you need
to do your personal research again for the NEXT day you are ready to
play (which is ONLY AFTER you have done your research).
In short, that means if you win, go home and if you lose, go
home! Simple as that! So if you do win money, I want you to take that
money and go home period. By going home after you win, you
MAXIMIZE your profits. In addition, playing again will cause you to
become overly-emotional which always leads to bad decision making.
Most people mistakenly think that there is a safe way to win
thousands every single time. That is UNREALISTIC for the pick 3 game.
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Instead, you have to do your personal research (looking at previous
numbers, getting a star number, selecting combo number, etc) again
BEFORE purchasing another pick 3 ticket to win small profits multiple
times which equals BIG PROFITS in the long run.
So I am personally against any system that leads people to
gamble away their money over and over again with hopes to win more
and more money. That is the RISKIEST way to play the pick 3 game
because you will lose too much money the fastest way.
That is why my system encourages people to play with minimum
risk. So if you win, take your profits and go home. If you lose, go
home and do not play UNTIL after you have done your personal
research. Simple as that!
That’s right! Go home! This is the BEST thing you can do to
insure that you will have maximum profits (if you do win) and minimum
losses (if you do lose) for that day. I know there are lots of people who
want to know how to win big time money with one single ticket but that
is UNREALISTIC for the pick 3 game.
The truth about other “pick 3” systems that 99% of people don’t
know is that these so called “systems” are highly risky because they
force you to spend MORE and MORE money in the long run which leads
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you to lose so much money. This is very dangerous and risky strategy
that I am 100% against.
The biggest problem with the majority of the risky “pick 3
systems” out there is that they lead people to spend more money with
hopes to hit bigger money. In actually, I’ve noticed that this is a very
dangerous way to play. It is a very ineffective and risky strategy in the
LONG RUN because people end up losing all their money due to their
spending more and more. Plus, their gambling habits could worsen due
to this “more and more” type of mindset.
That is why I strongly DISCOURAGE people from spending more
and more money. Instead, I encourage people to go home after they
find out the winning results. That allows you to take their profits (if
they win) and go home OR take their loss (if they lose) and go home!
Simple as that!
Even though this sounds very simple, this SIMPLE step will
virtually prevent you from losing THOUSANDS of dollars in potential
losses.
For example, after people find out their pick 3 results, they would
immediately IMPUSLIVEY buy more pick 3 games without even doing
the important research that is CRUCIAL before buying any tickets. If
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you usually spend $5 daily without doing the research, that is $1825 of
potential losses!
However, I teach you to GO HOME after you already played your
pick 3 numbers. If you just go home, you will SAVE yourself thousands
of dollars from potential losses. In addition, you will have enough time
to do your research to select your numbers for the future game.
If you are like 90% of people who try to play the pick 3 game
impulsively, you are literally throwing away your money to the
convenience store. Instead, you need to go HOME and do your
research and after you have done your research, then you are ready to
play again.
There are so many benefits for going home after you play the pick
3 game. You can maximize your profits (if you win) and minimize your
losses (if you lose). You also make the good habit of playing the lottery
game with LOGIC instead of with emotions. You also give yourself
MORE time to do the necessary research to select GOOD numbers
instead of impulsively picking BAD numbers.
That is why, I strongly emphasize you need to GO HOME after you
find out your winning results. That’s it! Do not play for that day again
until you have done the necessary research for the next game. The
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reason is because the RESEARCH is the most important part of the
game to maximize your odds of winning. Without the necessary
research (which takes some time), you won’t win.
People erroneously think that if they pick any numbers, they can
win. No! That is a fool’s strategy. Instead, the smart strategy is to do
your research first and then to play. Thus to do your research, you
HAVE to have time and that is why I tell you to go HOME after you play
OR after you find out the wining results.
So from now on, if you find out you won, go home and if you find
out you lost, go home! Okay! Now, you have all these 7 steps that will
help you maximize your chances of winning in the pick 3 game. So go
out, have fun, play responsibly< and I wish you the best!

Step 7 Review:
•

If you win, go home.

•

If you lose, go home.

•

Going home after you play has many benefits.

•

You will create a good habit of playing the game based on LOGIC
instead of playing based on IMPULSIVE EMOTIONS.
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•

You will have TIME to do the necessary research for selecting your
next pick 3 numbers.

•

You will MAXIMIZE your long-term profits if you win and you will
MINIMIZE your long-term losses if you lose.

•

You can save yourself from losing THOUSANDS of potential losses
by following this rule to GO HOME because the longer you stay in
the store, the more likely you will impulsively buy tickets
WITHOUT doing the necessary research.
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Conclusion
I want to take the time to congratulate you for successfully
finishing the book. Now, you have the insider secrets that 99% of other
lottery players do NOT know about. All you have to do is apply this
knowledge into action to start making profitable results in the pick 3
game.
Now, it’s easy to think you could have know this through common
sense but the truth is that 99% of people do not come up with these
logical steps on their own.
That is why even though you may think these are easy to
understand, it has taken me years to come up with this after analyzing,
researching, interviewing, and finalizing this proven pick-3 method. So
please understand this system that I am giving you is a full-proof
method that can work greatly for you if you follow each of the essential
steps from cover to cover.
But before I let you go, I want to make an emphasis on the reality
of playing the pick 3 or any other lottery game. As you probably know,
the lottery game is not a sure-guarantee way to make money all the
time. Even with an effective and proven strategy that I have revealed
to you, the reality is that losing is an inevitable part of the game.
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That is why, I want to say that if you are going to play the pick 3
game with hopes to make money, ONLY play according to your “loss
limit.” Please don’t go overboard and try to spend all your money on
lottery because it can lead to becoming a serious addiction if taken too
much to the extreme.
The lottery is geared for entertainment purposes only. Sure, you
can win lots of money but it is geared to play for fun having the hope of
winning some big cash. But, the reality of all the lottery games is that
the odds are against you.
What I have taught you in this system is to IMPROVE your odds of
winning. That does not guarantee you will totally eliminate your odds
to the point of winning every single time. There is still odds of losing
whenever you play but if you follow my strategy, you will drastically
improve your odds of getting a winner.
Secondly, I want to emphasize the importance of sticking to the
strategy. That means to maximize your chances of winning in the
LONG RUN, you have to commit yourself to following my strategy all the
time. Even if the strategy has not worked one day, you will have better
chances following THIS STRATEGY in the LONG RUN as opposed to
randomly picking your numbers without doing any research.
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So in the beginning, you may find that your numbers are not
coming out. Don’t be discouraged because like any system, it takes
some time to prove its efficiency over the long run. That’s why don’t
give up the first time if you don’t win. If you simply stick to my proven
strategy, you will win MORE than if you had tried randomly selecting
numbers on your own.
Again, stick to the strategy, have fun playing, and please play
responsibly by sticking to your daily “loss limit” all the time! Alright!
So go out there and have some fun and start playing successfully!
I wish you the best! If you have any questions, comments, or
success stories, email me at howtowinscratchers@gmail.com. Alright!
Take care and go have some fun!
To your success,
Ace Lee
www.LottoJournal.com
P.S. If you want to Make Money, sign up for my FREE affiliate
program & get started right now! www.lottojournal.com/affiliates.php.
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Recommended Resources

www.LotteryCircle.com
•
•
•
•
•

Win the lotto more with this #1 lottery website software.
Get instant, up-to-date lottery analysis to pick your best numbers.
With one click of a button, you can instantly get up-to-date frequency
analysis.
With one click of a button, you can instantly get up-to-date hot numbers,
cold numbers, overdue numbers for all games.
This software works for ALL lottery games including pick 3, pick 4, pick 5,
pick 6, and more.

www.HowToWinScratchers.co
m

http://www.howtowinscratchers.com/
scratcherlotterysecrets/slspage000.ht
m

Discover how to play & win in the
scratchers game from a lottery
retailer’s perspective.

Finally, discover more insider tips on how to
win in the scratchers game over and over
again.
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www.HowToWinThePick3.com

www.HowToWinPick4.com

Discover how to play the pick-3
game with great results from a
lottery retailer’s perspective.

Discover how to win the pick-4 game with
best results from a lottery insider’s
perspective.

www.HowToWinPick5.com
Finally, discover how to win up to 5
out of 5 numbers in the pick five
lottery game.

www.HowToWinPick6.com
Now, you can find out the lottery insider
secrets to winning up to 4, 5, 6 numbers
right in the pick-6 lottery.
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www.LotteryWheelSystem.com
Learn how to realistically win the
pick 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 with lottery
wheels according to an affordable
budget.

www.LotteryPoolWinner.com
Join the #1 best lottery pool to realistically
win big in the lottery – works worldwide!

For Updates, Follow Me At:
•

My Blog: www.lottojournal.com

•

YouTube: www.youtube.com/howtowinscratchers

•

Twitter: www.twitter.com/lottojournal

•

FaceBook: www.facebook.com/lottojournal

•

MySpace: www.myspace.com/howtowinscratchers

•

Product Catalog: www.lotterymethod.com/catalog
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